visit… a sake brewery
in… sydney
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Japanese tradition and Australian produce join forces at
a full-scale sake brewery in Sydney’s outskirts. Rob Grant
goes rice spirit sipping in the suburbs
Above:
The tasting
room at the
Sun Masamune,
which ships its
product back to
the birthplace of
the rice spirit
Right:
Bottles of sake
ready to be sold

In the realm of improbable tasks, exporting
Australian sake to Japan would seem to rank
alongside the proverbial “selling ice to the
Eskimos”. Yet the expert brewers at Sun Masamune in
Penrith, western Sydney, do exactly this and invite any
curious visitors to see how.
Flanked by kitchen-appliance warehouses and a
toolbox showroom, the Sun Masamune brewery is
in an unlikely spot for a tourist attraction. It’s an even
odder place to make the Japanese national drink. But
sake production started here back in 1996, and their
visitors’ centre – a cross between the tasting room of an
Australian winery and a waiting room in a Japanese bus
station – proudly tells the tale. »
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Above:
”You’ve got to
forget about
kimono-clad
ladies stirring a
wooden tank
with big paddles,”
says Allan Noble,
general manager
of the brewery
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Chat to the staff and watch the education video,
with its retro-synth soundtrack, and you realise
sake and Australia are a natural fit. Rice is the staple
ingredient of sake, and cultivation of this staple food
started down under in 1906 thanks to a Japanese
former politician, Isaburo Takasuka.
The rice variety he planted, known as japonica,
is now grown in Murrumbidgee, New South Wales,
and is the starting point for Sun Masamune’s
products. Spring water from the nearby Blue
Mountains and yeast imported from Japan are the
other crucial ingredients.
Allan Noble, the general manager – who has one
parent from Japan and one from Australia – leads

tours of the facility. Once inside, Allan explains,
“You’ve got to forget about kimono-clad ladies
stirring a wooden tank with big paddles – it’s all
about hygiene and purity.”
You can inspect every stage of the brewing
process inside, and from polishing the rice
to filtering the final product, purity is indeed
paramount. The resulting sake is both healthier and
more environmentally friendly than most liquor:
preservative-, additive- and gluten-free, and low in
calories, with no wastage.
Tradition is alive and well, however, in the
incubation area – the engine room of production.
Chestnut-brown Japanese cedar wood lines

THE
DETAILS
Sun Masamune
brewery
is about a one-hour drive
from central Sydney and is
open for tastings Monday–
Friday, 10am–4pm. Brewery
tours (about 20 mins) must
be pre-booked (11am or
2pm are ideal times to see
the process in full swing).
Tel: 02 4732 2833;
sun-masamune.com.au

the walls and ceiling to flavour the liquid and
moderate heat changes. It’s a similar story at the
fermentation stage, where cooled tanks are used
to mimic Japanese winter conditions.
Back in the visitors’ centre, which doubles as
a tasting room, things warm up as you sample
up to 10 sakes and learn to identify their subtle
differences. Sake aims to deliver sweet, sour,
bitter, tannin and astringent flavours, balanced to
ensure that none dominates.
To guide wine lovers with limited sake
knowledge, and assist with food matching, each
varietal is likened to a grape type. Three-year
aged Juku is matched with Riesling, and owes
this character to the use of 10% champagne
yeast. The clean and crisp Daiginjo earns a
comparison with Sémillon.
A taste of their plum wine brings the
experience to a perfect conclusion. It took 12
years to gain permission to import the required
Japanese plum trees and successfully plant them
in Mareeba, Queensland. The sweet, juicy result
proves the red tape and hard graft were worth it.

With an alcohol volume only a notch above
an average wine, between 14 and 18%, sake
is a less potent tipple than many think. Any
connection with vicious hangovers is largely
a myth, and supposedly originates from the
ethanol served as sake to Australian diggers in
Asia during World War II.
The roles have now reversed, and Australians
serve genuine sake to the Japanese that leaves
nothing but a fragrant taste.
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A display explains
the sake-making
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some of the
Australian produce
that goes into
making the local
sake; outside the
brewery building
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